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Abstract 

Purpose. Despite their relevance in clinical medicine, extension and activity of bone marrow (BM) cannot be 

directly evaluated in vivo. This study proposes a new method to estimate these variables by combining 

structural and functional maps provided by X ray computed tomography (CT) and positron emission 

tomography (PET). 

Methods. BM extension and glucose uptake were estimated in 102 patients submitted to whole body PET/CT 

because of a history of non-metastatic melanoma. Image analysis assumed that BM is surrounded by compact 

bone. An iterative optimization scheme was applied to each CT slice to recognize the external bone border. To 

identify the compact bone, the algorithm measured the average Hounsfield coefficient within a 2-pixel ring 

located just inside thebone contour. All intraosseous pixels having attenuation coefficient lower than this cutoff 

were flagged 1, while the remaining ones were set at 0. Binary masks created from all CT slices were thus 

applied to PET data to extract the metabolic activity of the intraosseous volume (IBV).  

Results. Whole body IBV was 1632±587 cm3 and was higher in males than in females (2004±498 cm3 vs 

1203±354 cm3. p<0.001). Overall, IBV was strictly correlated with ideal body weight (r=0.81. p=0.001) and 

only loosely with measured body weight  (r=0.43. p=0.01). Average FDG standard uptake value (SUV) in 

thoracic and lumbar vertebrae was 2.01±0.36. Accordingly, intraosseous voxels with SUV≥1.11 (mean spine 

SUV – 2.5 SDs) were considered as active, “red” BM while those with SUV <1.11 as “yellow” BM. Red BM 

volume was 541±195 ml with a higher prevalence in axial than in appendicular skeleton (87±8% vs 10±8%. 

p<0.001). Red BM volume was higher in males than in females (7.8±2.2 vs 6.7±2.1 ml/Kg body weight. 

p<0.05), yet in the latter it occupied a greater fraction of IBV (32±7% vs 36±10%. p<0.05). Age modestly 

predicted red BM SUV, while it robustly and inversely correlated with red BM volume. 

Conclusions. Our computational analysis of PET/CT images provides a normalcy range of BM extension and 

metabolism. This information might represent a new window to explore BM pathophysiology and its response 

to chemotherapy. 
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Introduction 

Bone marrow (BM) is a complex and dynamic organ, affected by almost every hematologic disease and 

involved in a large number of oncologic, degenerative and inflammatory disorders. Its study has been markedly 

improved in the last decades, yet biopsy remains the gold standard procedure for its evaluation [1] and to reach 

a specific diagnosis. However, due to the “regional” nature of sampling, its value intrinsically postulates a 

homogeneous distribution of BM biology. Nevertheless, this assumption is challenged by the frequent 

observation of discrepancies between BM histology and patient’s laboratory and clinical findings. The 

capability of sampled tissue to represent the whole hematopoietic system might be thus suboptimal, 

particularly in those patients in which BM involvement is largely heterogeneous. Under these conditions, 

diagnostic accuracy would be largely improved by methods able to complement the evaluation of molecular 

biology and phenotype of cells populating marrow biopsy or aspiration.  

Actually, what we intrinsically miss in each given patient is some quantitative information about BM extension 

as well as a complete definition of its distribution throughout the skeleton. In the past decades, this evaluation 

has been attempted with nuclear medicine methods [2], using tracers targeting the reticuloendothelial system 

[3] as well as erythropoietic [4] or granulopoietic cells [5]. These techniques offered the advantage to directly 

interrogate specific BM functions, however, they can not estimate BM volume because of intrinsic limitations 

in both tracer kinetics and physics of single photon detection. Theoretically, the capability of MRI to estimate 

water and fat content with an excellent spatial resolution might provide an accurate evaluation of red and 

yellow BM throughout the intraosseous space [6-9]. However, the complexity of acquisition modality and the 

influence of signal distortion prevented the development of standardized clinical protocols able to extend this 

evaluation to the whole body limiting the use of MRI to characterize specific bone districts. 

A different window on BM function has been recently introduced by the widespread distribution of positron 

emission tomography and 18F-fluoro-deoxyglucose (FDG-PET). In particular, the introduction of hybrid PET-

CT systems and the consequent coregistration of functional and anatomical maps markedly improved our 

capability to characterize BM metabolism [2, 10-12]. This method has been successfully used to document BM 

infiltration by cancer [13] as well as to monitor the hematopoietic response to chemo or radiotherapy [14]. 

However, due to the absence of method to evaluate BM extension most of these studies limited their analysis to 

the metabolic activity of specific bone segments taken as samples of the whole tissue. As a consequence, no 

data are available so far about the human BM global asset under physiological or pathological conditions.   
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In the present study, we describe and propose a novel computer algorithm able to discriminate intraosseous 

space on CT images and to extract BM metabolic activity from co-registered PET data. This analysis was 

applied to a large population of normal subjects to obtain a “normalcy” data base of BM extension and 

distribution in the whole skeleton as well as in specific bone segments.  

Materials and Methods 

Study population 

The study group included 102 consecutive subjects studied by whole body FDG-PET/CT imaging from 

January to December 2009 for the assessment of disease activity of non-metastatic melanoma (Table 1). 

Selection criteria were: 1) histologic diagnosis of melanoma completely removed, subsequent negativity of 

sentinel lymph node histology and absence of whatever evidence of disease relapse at least two years after 

surgery; 2) normal serum creatinine levels; 3) no history of diabetes and serum glucose level ≤1g/L at the time 

of injection and 4) documented radiochemical purity of injected tracer >98%. Exclusion criteria included 

previous chemotherapy, radiation, or immunosuppression therapy, confirmed metastases at any site, active 

infection or inflammation and any evidence or history of hematologic disease. All available results from other 

imaging investigations (MRI, CT, ultrasonography and conventional radiography), laboratory data, biopsies, 

and the clinical course were taken into consideration to rule out any evidence of further disease.  

PET/CT acquisition  

After a minimum of 12 hours fasting. serum glucose level was measured before the intravenous injection of 

4.8-5.2 MBq of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) per kilogram of body weight. At the time of the study, weight 

and height of all patients were measured; ideal body weight was estimated according to the conventional 

formulation [15]. FDG-PET imaging started 60 to 75 minutes after tracer administration and was performed 

using an integrated PET/CT scanner (Hirez; Siemens Medical Solutions. Knoxville TN. USA). The entire body 

– from skull vertex to toes – was acquired in all patients. 

In Vivo Image Analysis  

PET raw data were reconstructed by means of ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM) and 

attenuation correction was performed using the CT data. The entire CT dataset was coregistered with the 3D 

PET images using an integrated software interface (Syngo; Siemens Erlangen. Germany) to create anatomical 

images superimposed with FDG ones. 

CT information was then processed in order to determine the global intraosseous volume potentially available 

for BM. The algorithm is based on two assumptions: 1) the intrabone volume (IBV) is surrounded  by compact 
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bone and 2) Hounsfield value (i.e. the degree of tissue X-ray absorption) is highest in compact bone among all 

tissues. However. since attenuation coefficients differs in bones belonging to different districts. a mere 

application of a single cut-off value to allow automatic identification of the whole bone tissue in all CT slices 

is impossible. A more sophisticated computational procedure was then devised and introduced, that is based on 

three steps as schematized in Figure 1:  

Step 1. In each CT axial image. an optimization algorithm based on a level set technique [16] is applied in 

order to automatically identify the external bone contour.  

Step 2. A thresholding procedure partitions the obtained region into compact and trabecular bone according to 

the attenuation coefficient of each pixel. 

Step 3. A binary mask is created, exported from the CT framework and pixel-wise multiplied against the PET 

co-registered data in order to extract BM metabolic activity. 

More precisely, the process starts with the unique human intervention and asks the operator to draw a loose 

region around the skull vertex as a starting reference. Then, the functional representing the energy of a curve 

surrounding the bone profile is iteratively minimized thus determining a sequence of active contours that 

progressively adapt themselves onto the external bone border. As described by Chan et al [16], this algorithm 

assumes a deformable model that defines an active contour as the zero level set of a function φ: 𝜙:ℝ! → ℝ. 

The energy functional, to be minimized, is given by 

𝐹 𝜙 = 𝛿 𝜙 |∇𝜙|𝑑𝑥
!
+ (𝐼 −𝑚!(𝜙))!𝐻 𝜙 𝑑𝑥 + 𝐼 −𝑚! 𝜙

!
(1 − 𝐻 𝜙 )𝑑𝑥 

where the integrals are computed in the domain of the image, and adopted symbols are as follows: 𝐻:ℝ → ℝ is 

a regularized version of the Heaviside function [17], 𝛿:ℝ → ℝ is a regularization of the Dirac delta [18], m1 

and m2 are φ dependent constants defined as  

𝑚! 𝜙 = !  ! ! !"
! ! !"

      and       𝑚! 𝜙 = !  (!!! ! )!"
!!! ! !"

 

Minimization of F can be thus obtained by treating the associated Euler-Lagrange equation [19] as a dynamic 

equation, i.e. by solving the evolution problem 

𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑡

= 𝛿 𝜙 2  𝑑𝑖𝑣  
∇𝜙
|∇𝜙|

𝛿 𝜙 |∇𝜙|𝑑𝑥 − 𝐼 −𝑚! 𝜙
!
+ (𝐼 −𝑚!(𝜙))!  

A numerical solution to the previous differential equation can be obtained discretizing both in space and time 

and solving iteratively (in t) the discretized system until a stable solution is found. Once the algorithm reaches 

the convergence, and denoted by 𝜙∗ the solution, the region inside the active contour – and thus the bone plus 

intrabone area – will be identified by the set  
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𝑀 = 𝑥 ∈   ℝ!   𝜙∗(𝑥) ≤ 0}. 

The second – thresholding – step, starts from the external profile of each area 𝑀! identified by the previous 

step. It samples a 2 pixel thick layer and computes its average Hounsfield value µk. The region of 𝑀 potentially 

at disposal to BM is thus computed as:  

𝑃 = 𝑥 ∈ 𝑀!     𝐼(𝑥) ≤ 𝜇!}
!

 

The region identified by the set 𝑃 is used to create the projection function 𝒫:ℝ! → {0.1} such that 

𝒫 𝑥 = 1              𝑖𝑓  𝑥 ∈ 𝑃
0      𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒

 

In the third step, this function is thus point by point multiplied against the PET co-registered map 𝐼!" in order 

to extract and represent the BM metabolic activity without the confounding effect of tracer uptake in the rest of 

the body: the BM representation is than given by the function 𝐼!"𝒫. 

This procedure is automatically replicated to all slices. In particular, the optimized active contour obtained at 

the end of the processing of the first slice is utilized as initialization contour for the successive slice. The final 

3D result is thus displayed to the operator for the removal of non bone calcified regions as well as for the check 

of the appropriate recongnition of the spinal canal as extraosseous space. 

The output of the software is therefore the quantitative assessment and the 3D representation of three different 

volumes: 1) the whole skeleton; 2) the compact bone tissue and 3) the space potentially available for BM. The 

application of these procedures to all slices of acquisition permits to evaluate the whole skeleton and each slice 

to exclude non-bone calcified regions or possible inclusion of spinal canal. 

The algorithm also allows the analysis of specific skeletal districts in order to facilitate the comparison with 

previous experiences on BM distribution and metabolic activity. To this purpose. the operator is asked to select 

a 3D volume of interest (VOI) on CT images and the three volumes are automatically detected to extract the 

corresponding PET metabolic information in that specific VOI. The skull is excluded from this analysis as well 

as from the whole body volume extraction, since the spillover of brain radioactivity prevents an accurate 

measurement of FDG uptake in the BM of this region.  

Statistical analysis 

All data are reported as means ± SD. Unpaired or paired t-test was used. as appropriate. Linear regression 

analysis was performed using the least squares method. P values <0.05 were considered significant. 

Results 

Extension and metabolic activity of bone marrow throughout the human body 
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Mean IBV in the entire population was 1631±592 ml with a highly significant difference between males and 

females (2004±498 ml vs 1203±354 ml, respectively, p<0.001). The volume was loosely correlated with 

measured body weight (r=0.43, p<0.01), while it was strictly predicted by ideal body weight (r=0.81, p<0.001) 

in both genders (Figure 2). Overall, IBV normalized for measured body weight was 22±7 ml/Kg and again it 

was higher in men than in women (25±7 vs 19±6 ml/Kg body weight, respectively, p<0.001).  

The distribution of intraosseous space in the different body segments was calculated as % of the total IBV and 

is shown in Table 1. In summary, space available in the appendicular skeleton was higher with respect to that 

of the axial one, with only minor differences between the two genders. 

The average standardized uptake value (SUV) within the intraosseous space throughout the body was 

0.96±0.17; there were no differences between males and females (0.93±0.15 vs 0.99±0.19, respectively, p=ns). 

Obviously. this value represents the integrated average between all the components included in this volume 

that can be conventionally and classically defined as “red” active BM and “yellow” less active BM. To 

separate these two components, we first selected a skeletal district almost completely occupied by active red 

BM [8-10]: i.e. the soma of all thoracic and lumbar vertebrae. This region accounted for a volume of 243±67 

ml and showed an average SUV of 2.01±0.36. Accordingly, red BM was defined on a statistical basis as all 

intraosseous voxels in all skeletal segments with FDG uptake greater than mean vertebral SUV – 2.5 SDs, i.e. 

with SUV ≥ 1.11. On the contrary, voxels with FDG uptake below this threshold were considered as yellow 

BM (Figure 3).  

Extension and distribution of red BM throughout the skeleton 

Overall, red BM volume had a lower extension than the yellow one (541±195 ml vs 1093±455 ml, 

respectively, p<0.0001) accounting for 34±9% of the total available intraosseous space. It was larger in men 

than in women (634±180 ml vs 435±156 ml, respectively, p<0.001) and correlated with both measured (r=.57. 

p<0.01) and ideal body weight (r=0.6. p<0.01). Red BM value normalized for measured body weight (7.2±2.2 

ml/Kg body weight) was slightly higher in males than in females (7.8±2.2 vs 6.7±2.1 ml/Kg body weight. 

respectively, p<0.05), although the fraction of intraosseous space actually occupied by red BM was higher in 

the latter (32±7% vs 36±10%, respectively, p<0.05). 

Red BM distribution within different regions was calculated as % of available volume in the corresponding 

skeletal segment: its prevalence and absolute extension are represented in Figure 4. As expected, BM type was 

largely dependent upon the analyzed skeletal compartment: in fact, red BM prevalence was markedly higher in 

the axial with respect to the appendicular skeleton (87±8% vs 10±8%, respectively, p<0.001) where it was 
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confined to the heads of humeri and femora (Figure 4 and 5). On the contrary, long bone shafts as well as tibiae 

were almost fully occupied by yellow BM (Figure 5). Gender did not significantly affect red BM distribution 

throughout the skeleton. 

Metabolic activity of red BM 

Obviously, red BM had a markedly higher mean SUV with respect to the yellow one (1.8±0.2 vs 0.5±0.06, 

respectively, p<0.001). Differently from morphological variables, metabolic pattern and thus SUV of red BM 

were similar in the two genders (1.84±0.17 vs 1.78±0.23, respectively, p=ns). Interestingly, metabolic activity 

of red BM in the different regions was distributed in a homogeneous fashion in all patients, with SUV in the 

axial skeleton consistently higher than in the appendicular segments (1.9±0.3 vs 1.2±.2. respectively, p<0.01).  

Overall, the whole intraosseous space accumulated 2.08±0.6% of injected dose. Red BM volume was three 

times lower whem compared to the yellow one. Nevertheless, due to its extremely high metabolic activity. it 

retained an almost double amount of available FDG (1.3±0.5% vs 0.7±0.3%, respectively, p<0.001).  

Effect of age activity and extension of the bone marrow 

Age had a significant effect on BM state. In fact as shown in figure 6, it only modestly predicted SUV in the 

red BM (r=0.24. p<0.05), while it robustly and inversely correlated with red BM volume expressed both as 

percentual occupancy of intraosseous space (r=0.40, p<0.01) and red BM mass normalized for body weight 

(r=0.40. p<0.01). As a consequence. the fraction of the dose eventually retained by active BM sites decreased 

over years (r=0.42. p<0.01). 

Discussion  

To the best of our knowledge, the present study represents the first attempt to simultaneously estimate 

extension and distribution of BM in living humans. This computational approach to co-registered PET-CT 

images simultaneously estimates IBV and BM metabolic pattern. Obtained data thus represents an unexplored 

window on extension, activity and distribution of the whole hematopoietic tissue bearing the potential to 

improve our understanding of BM pathphysiology in the course of malignancies or degenerative disorders.  

Recognition and measurement of whole body intraosseous space by CT analysis 

The estimation of intraosseous space throughout the whole body is based on the same assumption of 

commercially available softwares for 3D skeleton representation: i.e. the compact bone is the structure with the 

highest attenuation for X rays among human tissues [20]. However, different skeletal segments in different 

body regions display largely divergent attenuation coefficients. This variability does not permit to identify a 
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cutoff in Housfield values able to pursue this task throughout the whole body. This simplified criterion, in fact, 

would imply a human intervention that would hamper both analysis accuracy and measurement repeatability.  

Once defined its external edge, the compact bone is defined as “the box” encompassing the space available for 

BM whose extension and location can be extracted applying the opposite criterion: i.e. identifying intraosseous 

voxels with the largest drop in attenuation coefficient. IBV measured with this method was strictly dependent 

upon ideal body weight indicating that the space available for BM colonization is mostly influenced by subject 

height and thus by genetically determined growth processes.  

Although somewhat intuitive, this concept has never been evaluated in living humans. In fact, no method is so 

far avilable to measure whole body IBV whose current description [21-25] still relies on the measurements 

published by Mechanik in 1926 [21]. That study – extensively reviewed by Woodward [26], Ellis [27] and 

Cristy [28] – reports the BM mass in 13 subjects of different age and gender, died for non-hematologic 

diseases. The relative distribution of intraosseous space in the different skeletal districts reported in these 

papers agrees with our data. Conversely, our estimation of total BM volume was lower with respect to 

pathological findings: 25 ml (2.5%) vs 34-64 ml /Kg body weight (3.4-6.4%). Several factors might account 

for this difference. On one side Mechanik’s approach implied the prolonged boiling of post-mortem harvested 

bones to estimate an index of BM mass while our method implies the metabolic imaging of living BM to 

measure its volume. Moreover, as a limitation of our method the skull was excluded from the analysis due to 

the contamination of radioactivity measurement originating from brain spillover. Finally, the divergent number 

and condition of the two study populations might have resulted in large differences in body mass.  

Defining BM in living human: a new experimental picture explaining old postulates 

The recognition of the two different marrow types started from the concept – documented both by pathology 

[21] and by imaging studies [2, 9-10] – that vertebral bodies are most largely occuplied by red BM. Actually, 

our approach documented that FDG uptake in this bone district is higher than in the rest of IBV and displays a 

Gaussian distribution. Accordingly, voxels with SUV <1.11 (average spine SUV minus 2.5 SDs) were 

considered to have a <0.05 probability to belong to red BM. Once extended to the whole skeleton, this criterion 

indicated that red BM occupies roughly one third of the whole IBV and presents a distribution that closely fits 

the current model derived from pathology [21-28].  

Due to the greater body mass. red BM asset was larger in males than in females in whom, however, it occupied 

a greater fraction of available volume. This finding agrees with the increased need for hematopoiesis occuring 

in women during fertile age [7-8, 10, 29]. Even more interestingly, our analysis confirmed the current model of 
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red BM evolution during life. On one side, conversion from red to yellow tissue had a relatively homogeneous 

trend with appendicular bones getting progressively devoid from hematopoietic activity according to the so 

called Neumann law [30]. On the other hand, red BM showed a substantialy stable FDG uptake until elderly 

age, while its overall extension progressively decreased. It thus appears that the overall decline in BM SUV 

over years described in previous PET studies [10-11] could reflect a reduction in total red BM volume whose 

glucose consumption, as an indirect index of hematopoietic activity, remains relatively stable. From the 

physiological viewpoint, this observation suggests that BM cell production is modulated in two ways: by 

tuning the intensity of proliferating activity per unit mass or by modifying the total mass of productive BM. 

The effect of age in “normal subjects” discloses that the pathways active on these two mechanisms are at least 

partially independent. Accordingly, both pieces of information are needed to obtain an exhaustive description 

of hematopoietic function in health and disease. 

Limitations 

Several limitations of our approach to BM extension and to characterize BM biology have to be considered. 

The operator-independent measurement of BM volume is theoretically robust and reproduces the routine 

estimation of diameters and sizes in X ray CT. However, a significant number of osseous trabeculae display a 

thickness below the CT spatial resolution. The consequent partial volume averaging effect [31] might thus 

overestimate the “volume available for BM colonization”. Overcoming this limitation and improving image 

details, would have implied to increase patient radiation burden raising obvious ethical concerns. However, this 

theoretical inaccuracy seems to play a minor role. In fact, our measurement of whole body IBV provided 

relatively lower values with respect to pathology [21], while on a regional basis, our data closely fit with 

lumbar vertebrae IBV measured by MRI in normal subjects [8-10]. Finally, increasing the anatomical 

definition would have scarcely influenced the accuracy of the relatively blurred functional assessment due to 

the limited structural detail of nuclear detection.  

Similar considerations apply to the different temporal resolutions of CT and PET: the short acquisition time 

virtually eliminates motion artifacts from CT scan, while the longer PET acquisition time inevitably results in 

respiratory motion of both ribs and sternum [32]. Although this limitation might be at least partially solved by 

gating, the time needed to this purpose would hardly fit with the clinical routine in PET/CT labs.  

Due to the dispersed nature of hematopoietic function, BM biology was evaluated by measuring the glucose 

consumption of tissues populating the extracted IBV. Obviously, glucose metabolism represents an indirect 

index of proliferating activity and cannot differentiate “per se” BM cell types. Moreover the numerical 
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representation (SUV) of FDG uptake is affected by a number of variables. From a technical point of view, 

patients with evidence of tracer extravasation were excluded, while quality control procedures were performed 

daily to correct for scanner efficiency as well as for its drift over time. From a pathophysiological point of 

view, FDG uptake depends upon tracer availability and thus is correlated directly with the time elapsed from 

injection to acquisition and inversely with glucose consumption in the rest of the body [33-34]. The former 

parameter can be accurately controlled and, for the purposes of the present analysis, seems of relatively minor 

importance given the relative stability of BM SUV up to hours after tracer injection [35]. On the contrary, 

differences in whole body metabolic pattern may occur even despite an accurate control of preliminary fasting 

and control of serum glucose level. Although this variability may actually limit the accuracy of proposed 

criteria to recognize the different BM types in each single patient, several considerations indicate that FDG 

uptake within the extracted IBV can perform this differentiation at least for population-based analyses. On one 

hand, our method reproduces the previously reported use of SUV to monitor hematopoietic function in the 

course of chemotherapy or in its subsequent recovery phase [14]. On the other hand, our procedure segmented 

vertebral bodies as samples of red BM [8-10] and provided SUVs quite similar to those reported by 

coregistration of PET and MRI at a micrometric level.  

As final technical considerations, the selection of a fluorinated tracer implies an extreme care in documenting 

tracer radiochemical purity to avoid the cross talk of free fluorine accumulated in bone hydroxyapatite crystals 

[36]. However, the FDG/total activity ratio was always >98% as asked by clinical standards, thus limiting the 

interference of this contamination. Finally, the skull was not analyzed because of the spillover from the high 

brain radioactivity. Obviously, this limitation does not hamper the measurement of cranial intraosseous volume 

that could be used for PET imaging with tracers exploring different tissue functions [37]. However, the method 

was designed to allow the evaluation of BM volume using FDG, a tracer characterized by a large experience 

and by a widespread distribution. Accordingly, this approach can represent a reasonable compromise to allow 

the clinical exploitation of BM mass measurement in the routine practice of nuclear medicine centers. 

 

Conclusions 

The first application of our method aimed to build up a normalcy data base that can be used as a standard by 

different centers and provides a definition of marrow response to physiological variables active in the course of 

adult life. To this purpose, we selected the most normal population submitted to whole body PET/CT scan: 

subjects with history of first stage melanoma [38], having no evidence of local or remote disease. and 
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documented absence of relapse in at least two years. Although BM evolution in children was not assessed [39], 

our analysis confirms that active “red” BM does not occupy the whole available space in adulthood and 

displays a further progressive slow reduction until advanced age starting from the appendicular bones [8-11, 

39-40].  

The present approach represents a tool to provide clinical medicine with two largely unexplored data: the total 

IBV available for BM colonization and an index of hematopoietic activity distribution throughout the skeleton. 

Besides its intrinsic value, the former variable represents a valuable tool to expand the potential of PET/CT 

imaging for the investigation of BM especially for studies using tracers such as F-thymidine [37] able to 

interrogate specific functions of this tissue. The latter represents an integrated index potentially expanding the 

diagnostic capability of PET/CT to evaluate the hematopoietic function in response to chemotherapy applied 

for solid tumors. The sinergy of this integrated approach can thus provide a macroscopic picture of BM able to 

nicely complement the microscopic and molecular investigation of hematopoiesis and could possibly provide a 

new window for applying PET/CT imaging to the study of BM physiology in a number of disease conditions. 
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